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Executive summary 

ColPro is a Startup company which will produce high quality science-based beauty products based on 
leftover material from the fish industry. Aligned with the value of sustainability, ColPro will deliver a product 
to the final consumers which will rejuvenate their skin, being backed by the technology of proprietary 
enzymes and with a quality that is not common in the market. 

Opportunity- More than ever, people are concerned about maintaining a healthy lifestyle and exhibiting a 
natural and young look. This trend is increasing the search for beauty supplements in general and of a beauty 
product in specific: collagen peptides. Collagen peptides are small pieces of collagen - an important structural 
protein present in our skin - which when taken orally increase the collagen production in the skin, resulting in 
decreasing wrinkles. How do we obtain these peptides? By using specific cutters named enzymes, which can 
segment collagen obtained from animal sources into different sizes depending on their efficiency. 

Currently, several collagen peptides are available in the market, but many of the products lack information 
about its source, clinically proven benefits and specific characteristics. Not all of the collagen peptides provide 
results due to their low bioavailability and inefficient composition. Consumers are becoming more aware of 
this fact and are looking for reliable products which live up to their expectations.   

Our solution- to make a collagen peptide powder (tasteless and odorless) from leftover fish waste bought 
from local fishermen in Portugal (wild catch). These peptides will have high bioavailability and when taken 
orally, will provide a decrease in wrinkles and reduce aging effects. We will achieve these characteristics using 
proprietary enzymes (also of marine origin) which have been developed in our lab. The final product will go 
through clinical tests before it is launched in the market, assuring the final consumer of the results it will 
provide. In addition, it will be thoroughly analyzed to know its exact composition prior to shipment to our 
customers.  

Customers- Our product will be sold to nutraceutical, cosmeceutical and nutricosmetic companies which want 
to incorporate high quality peptides in their beauty products.   

Market- The collagen peptide market was valued to 730 Million US dollars in 2018 and is expected to reach 
1.3 billion by 2023. There are twelve major players in this market worldwide. Most of them make their 
products based on leftover material from the meat industry (cow and pig), which is decreasing in interest due 
to concerns regarding transmittable diseases and demonstrated immunogenic effects. The consumers are 
turning to marine products which don’t present these problems and have demonstrated higher bioavailability. 
Our biggest competitors are companies which sell collagen peptides from fish that are clinically studied (4), 
however only one of them uses proprietary enzymes in the production process.  

Team- Our team is composed of Elin Moe with a PhD in Molecular Biology and Carolina Gonçalves with a MSc 
in Biotechnology. Together we have discovered the proprietary enzyme behind our product and are very 
motivated to bring it further and deliver high quality products to the market.   

Development stage- Our business is in an early stage. We still need to make a proof of concept for the total 
production process, and apply for a patent for the use of our enzyme in the process. We also need to make 
clinical studies, and are currently seeking validation from possible customers.  

Investment- We are asking for 500 000 EUR to make our proof of concept and perform clinical tests in order 
to offer our first product in the market. 

Results and future goals- We have so far produced a proprietary enzyme which will generate unique collagen 
peptides for the beauty market. In the future we want to develop more efficient enzymes and enzymes with 
alternative properties which can generate a basis for additional products. Collagen peptides have shown 
promising effects within e.g. drug delivery and wound healing, and we have the expertise to both develop and 
produce these kinds of products.  
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